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Choose HERD and
get protection
that pays.

Protect
your
vehicle
and your
bottom
line

Protection against unwanted downtime, expensive repairs
and lost contracts. Don’t let an accident hit your wallet too.
Whether you’re an owner-operator or a fleet manager, HERD
truck guards will save you time, money and headaches.

Leave your worries behind
with our front-end protection
Lift Assist and Slam Latch make
HERDs light and easy to operate
Impact plates insulate against
off-center collisions
Truck guards deliver the coverage
you need, where you need it
Construction materials proven to
deliver best impact protection,
giving you peace of mind and
confidence on the road

on the

Street
Real-life testimonials
from actual HERD
customers.

save us thousands in
potential repair costs and
downtime. I’d recommend
them to anyone in the
transportation industry.

“

HERD

want them on every
“ Itruck.
HERD guards

-Wayne Kinder, Associated Food Stores

Get the perfect product for your vehicle.

Visit your local HERD
dealer to learn more
about our full range
of products.

Choose your protection.

888.543.4373
sales@herd.com
HERD.com

BG –100 Series

GG – 200 Series

GG – 300 Series

Truck Guard Series*

Founded in 2003, HERD
is one of North America’s
leading vehicle guard
companies. Whether you’re
looking for something that
mounts over your existing
bumper or replaces it
altogether, we’re committed
to offering a full line of
protection products for
today’s trucks.

Engineered
specifically
for your
truck

Raise and lower your
bumper as easily as
a tailgate with Slam
Latch and Lift Assist

Defender 4 post

Protect the entire front end of your vehicle, including your headlights and grill, by removing your factory bumper and replacing
it with a HERD truck guard. Our products mount directly to the
frame and are engineered specifically for each make and model,
meaning they’re built to last and look great doing it.

truck
guard

truck
frame

Herd Steel
mounting section

Slam Latch

Lift Assist

Impact Plates

With one-click engine
access, pre-trip inspections
and routine maintenance
have never been easier.
Simply remove the tow pin,
release the latch and lower
the guard. Never tighten an
eye bolt again.

Reduce lift weight to as
little as 13 pounds with our
patent-pending technology.
As you lower your HERD
guard, springs are loaded
to help you bring it back
to an upright position as
easily as possible.

Made from high-grade steel
and a rubber/lumber composite,
our impact plates reduce
folding in the event of an offcenter impact. They’re
integrated with the mounting
bracket and come standard
on our aluminum guards.

Customize your HERD
HERD truck guards come in a set of standard designs,
with premium upgrades available. To choose the product
that’s right for you, select from the options below based
on your preferred look and style.
DEFENDER FLT

AERO

TEXAS

BIG TEX

ROAD TRAIN

SUPER
ROAD TRAIN

12"

Bumpers

Aluminum construction
HERD truck guards are made from aluminum and polished
to a mirror-like finish through a proprietary, five-step
process. This lightweight material is strong, flexible
and cost effective.

DEFENDER

18" (aerodynamic)
18" (flat)
I-Beam / Profile

Uprights

Boxed-in
Boxed-in (oversized)
2.5"

Tubes

3"
4"
Without lower rake

Other
Options

Row of 2" Lights

Products as strong as our word
We guarantee that you’ll be as proud standing in front of
our guards as we are standing behind them. If you’re not
completely satisfied with the durability and design of your
purchase, let us know and we’ll make it right.

Standard
on all designs

Impact Plates

Mirror Polish

Lift Assist Ready

Available
on all designs

Lift Assist

Slam Latch

Signal Lights

Vertical Center Tubes

